INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION

Solabrite Plus

Mounted On A Tiled Roof
CONTENTS OF PACKAGE
Acrylic Dome

Metal flashing and throat

Diffuser

Flexitube

Ventilating hole infills

Reflector ring

Screws

Ceiling frame

Diffiuser rests

Duct tape

Step 1
Firstly decide approximately where you would like your Solabrite Plus.
Step 2
Check inside the roof space to ensure that it is clear of obstructions such as wiring, water pipes, structural timbers etc.
Step 3
Check also that there is a clear area of roof above the ceiling, away from valleys, hips and ridges.
Step 4
Measure the centre between joists and tap a nail through the ceiling to mark the centre of the installation.
Step 5
Hold the ceiling frame up to the ceiling and mark around the outer edge of the upstand keeping
reflector ring
the protuding nail in the centre of the frame. Cut along pencil line with a suitable saw.
Step 6
Insert the ceiling frame and secure with long screws and plastic nuts provided in screw pack.
dif fuser rest
Remove the blue adhesive film from the reflector ring and position this ring inside the ceiling
dif fuser
frame. Using a 1/8 drill and self tapping screws provided, fit the 4 diffuser rests securing the
ceiling
reflector ring at the same time. See adjacent sketch. Note – the deflector rests are optional
and only required if the unit is to be vented.
Step 7
Directly above hole in ceiling remove 6 to 8 tiles and cut out one batten to provide an opening slightly larger than the Flexiduct.
Step 8
Remove the blue protective film from inside the flue. Fix the Flexiduct to the flue underneath the flashing using the stainless steel
tabs bent outwards and wrapped with duct tape. Drop Flexiduct through the hole in roof and slide base flashing into position. Replace
the tiles above and at the sides of the flashing, and dress the soft flashing into the lower course of tiles. Fix acrylic dome to throat
by aligning holes and using screws provided.
Step 9
From inside the ceiling drop the diffuser into place and press to engage in diffuser rest if used [see step 6]. Pull Flexiduct taught
and cut length before securing it to the reflector ring with duct tape.
This (Solabrite Plus) is a versatile product. It can be arranged as a ventilating skylight or a non-ventilating unit.

Locate Vent Infils
into these holes

Solabrite Plus sizes 400 and 500 are supplied with press fit infill segments which are used to fill the ventilating
holes either with solid infills or insect guarded ventilating infills. See sketch 1. The 350 Solabrite Plus is
normally non-ventilating but can be converted by removing the solid infills using a hammer and chisel and
inserting ventilation infills in their place. For nominal ventilation it is necessary to use only three or four
ventilating infills.
It is important that you remove the blue protective film from the reflector rings before installation. The reflective
duct must be pulled as tight as possible to gain maximum light transmission. Any looseness or sharp bends will
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considerably reduce the efficiency of your Solabrite Plus.
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